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ECD Governance
• governance and social capital
• local governance and policy outcomes
• local governance and ECD
neighbourhood effects + community democracy

Research Methodology …
• map and compare community governance
structures/partnerships in the area of ECD
(i.e. ECD Roundtables) in selected BC
communities
• variation across communities
• inter-community variation
• qualitative method (observation, interviews
and document scan)
• feminist political economy approach

The Communities
8 communities, 4 for discussion today:
• South Peace (18, 211): South Peace Success By
6 Council of Partners
• Revelstoke (8, 500): Children First
• Surrey/White Rock (480, 885): Surrey/White
Rock Make Children
First (MCF)
• Vancouver (578, 000): Windows of Opportunity
Coalition
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Multilevel Governance
• modern policy needs involvement of several
levels of government (federal, provincial,
municipal)
• and complex web of non-governmental actors
• political economy of scale: ‘who does what
and where’ of governance
• ECD - responsibilities of all three levels of
government in Canada; multiple policy areas
and community actors

Limits of Local Governance
• practical limits to local capacity
• governance on its own will not be enough to
significantly affect child outcomes
• research consensus is that strong national
policy framework and effective multilevel
governance are crucial
• ECD Roundtables operating in a broader
neoliberal context, with weak, uncoordinated
multilevel governance

Canada’s Social Policy Regime
•
•
•
•

(neo)liberal welfare state; residualism
cuts at federal and provincial levels
gendered social policy; public/private divide
ECD as a family and/or market responsibility
This context shapes the governance of ECD
in the province

NPM
↓
TPA
restoration

↓
NPM
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↓
CD
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Governance Regimes
Traditional Public
Administration (TPA)

New Public Management
(NPM)

Community Democracy
(CD)

•government over
governance
•limited community
participation
•the ‘usual suspects’ as
partners
•bias toward the most
powerful
•policy ‘silos’
•ECD as a private
responsibility or as welfare
policy

•consumer choice and
efficiency
•marketization, privatization,
contracting-out, PPPs,
offloading to community; costsaving
•control via funding and
accountability mechanisms
•power inequalities intensified
•ECD as a private (family or
market) responsibility
•targeting; learning over care
•gender neutrality; childfocused

•democratic administration:
citizenship rights,
participation and equality
•community capacitybuilding
•governments address
power imbalances
•power-sharing, community
control
•ECD: universal entitlement
•integrated services;
work/life balance
•gender and diversity lens
•diverse and inclusive
representation

Levels of community engagement
International Association for Public Participation IAP2

Communities with very good, or
improving child outcomes (EDI) also
seem to have very innovative community
governance processes (i.e. Revelstoke
& Surrey/White Rock)

What’s Working?: CD
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

strong organizational structure (i.e. Office of ECDLC)
committed institutional partners
public communication and outreach strategy
commitment to universal entitlement; broad vision (“dreams”)
ECD within family context
gender equality and diversity lens
service and advocacy oriented
diverse representation
building social capital (bonding and bridging)
good community research and knowledge capacity
‘multiscaler’ strategies
transformational

EDI and Governance
“City of White Rock council was in shock
when they saw the information from EDI.
Now the mayor is going, ‘oh, what’s all this,’
and really actually getting concerned and
talking to her staff, their bureaucracy,
basically about what’s going on. Because
they didn’t realize … that there was
vulnerability … so that was another little
aside of how the EDI has made some
difference. You know, making it a point
where people like mayors and managers and
whatever, kinda go, ‘oh, there’s metrics. And
oh, those metrics aren’t the best.’

Collaboration
“so often in the past … agency was pitted
against agency, was pitted against
government and it was a bit of a turf war. And
I think it’s lovely to see everybody working
together we all have the same common goal
so it just makes total sense for everybody to
be on the same page and for the government
and the agencies and school board and
everybody to be working collaboratively … It
allows people to see things globally as
opposed to seeing things from simply their
own perspective”

Bridging Social Capital
“the South Asian ECD Task Force … they’ve done
focus groups with parents and grandparents
together, and then the children, and South Asian,
obviously. And one of the things that they’ve
identified is the whole issue of multigenerational
parenting … as grandparents they’re isolated, they
don’t speak the language … it was interesting, they
were saying how at the senior’s centre, they have a
number of South Asia seniors’ centres, where the
seniors congregate, well, a lot of them don’t show up
because they’re home with the kids … so it may be
that we’re looking at child care in a very different
way, and we’re providing it on site at a seniors’
centre because that’s where the kids are.”

What’s Not Working? TPA & NPM
• top-down approaches (i.e. Vancouver)
• partnership gaps: women’s equality, labour, special needs,
immigrant, racialized, ethnic, cultural communities, Aboriginal,
federal gov’t
• weak or hierarchical social capital (i.e. parenting education)
• limited research capacity; shallow knowledge base
• local politics of scale
• business sponsorship
• targeting; ‘boutique-program’ focus; child-focused
• service-dominated orientation

Multilevel Governance and Surrey
• “The main challenges right now, are the
lack of strategic leadership from the City
and the School District to advance ECD in
a coordinated, strategic way.”
• “It’s herding cats.”
• “They have no clue. They have no clue.”

Municipalities & Multilevel Governance
“There’s no provincial vision for children. That’s what
really is lacking … There’s no regional vision for children,
now whether that’s because there’s no provincial, I don’t
know. I think one of the biggest gaps … is that provincial
policy totally ignores the role of municipalities. Totally
ignores it … You can have health, and you can have
school districts, health is miniscule in all of this, really.
But if you don’t have the municipality as part of this, they
are the biggest providers in Surrey. Now that may not be
everywhere else, but in Surrey they are the biggest
providers of ECD … And yet they are a non-entity when it
comes to provincial policy. They’re not even
acknowledged. They’re off doing their own thing. And
that’s alright, if there was vision that linked them
together.”

The Provincial Role
“The lack of vision and leadership at a provincial
level, I would say, is the absolute number one
barrier to all of this. That’s, you know, other than
the 15 By 15 stuff, which, you know, policies
federally and all that. But even if the feds did
nothing, right? If you had provincially a vision and
leadership, it would go a long way in being able to
mobilize what they could have an effect on. Right
now, we’re not getting traction from anything you
can do provincially. If you look at 15 By 15, right?
The provincial role, we have no traction on it,
because there’s no leadership.”

Social Capital & Governance
“And so much of this work is relationship-driven,
right? And failing mandate, and failing clarity of
strategy, all you have is relationships. ‘Cause
you don’t have the other authoritative structures the policy frameworks and/or bureaucratic
structures to deal with these things.”
– social capital as last resort
– hierarchical social capital

Hierarchical Social Capital
“[i]f you’re a young mom who grew up here
and you always felt ostracized as a child here
for whatever reason, you’re not inclined to put
your children in that same group. And some
of them … it attracts bright, high functioning
people, or at least on the surface they appear
high functioning and so, if you don’t identify
yourself in that group, for whatever reason,
you don’t go. And there are some activities
that are quite cliquey”

Aboriginal Communities
“The one that everybody really, really
worries about is that there are very few
Aboriginal families. Aboriginal families are
absolutely not using Strong Starts …
there’s another very large population that
we’ve targeted within our strat plan … we
have to have really different strategies.
And what we’re doing now isn’t working,
obviously. Obviously, it’s not working.”

Consolidation of Neoliberalism?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

community overload
low community expectations (limited ‘dreams’)
targeting; boutique-programs
local orientation
under-resourcing
female-dominated governance
offloading; shifting responsibilities (i.e.
coordinating gov’ts)
• labour missing

Why Local Governance?
• lessons on how community governance
could be “scaled up”
• pan-Canadian roundtable of roundtables
governing ECD?
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